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Exercise 1. (10 points) Figure below represents 

the case of a country with demand and supply of a 

tradable good with world price pw=4, and with the 

possibility to impose a quota on imports.  

 
If the quota is not yet imposed, calculate: 

1) the consumer surplus                   [__180___]; 

2) the producer surplus                    [____9___]; 

3) domestic consumption                 [___30___]. 

4) the imports                                   [___30-9=21]. 

If imports are limited by quota=7, and the market 

is adjusted to the new equilibrium, calculate: 

5) the new price                                [___6___]; 

6) the new domestic production       [___18___]; 

7) the new consumer surplus           [__125___]; 

8) the new producer surplus            [__36___]; 

9) the quota rents in exporter foreign firms  

                                                        [____14___]; 

10) total losses (sum of triangles) [____14___]; 

 

Exercise 2. (4 points) The table below reports the 

productivities of goods x and y by countries A and 

B. 

 A B 

x 0.6 1 

y 1.8 0.2 

Calculate the prices of y for A and B and the 

opportunity cost (OC) of x for A and B: 
 A B 

price of y 0.33 5 

OC of x 3 0.2 

Exercise 3. (8 points) Which of the following 

statements are true? 
(a) Smith proved that trade was a zero sum game. 

(b) Factors specific to import industries greatly 

gain as a result of trade. 

(c) In Less Developed Countries (LDC), 

production starts in the middle phase, 

according to the Product Cycle approach. 

(d) Off-shoring moves some firm’s activities to 

a location outside the home country. 

(e) Product differentiation means changing 

product while remaining within the same 

industry.  

(f) ‘Positive externalities’ implies that social 

returns are greater than private returns. 

(g) Retaliation is the possible cost of industries 

with increasing returns to scale. 

(h) In the Specific Factor Model, factors can 

migrate from one sector to another. 

(i) FDI are usually undertaken by small firms. 

(j) Less Developed Countries usually protect 

capital-intensive industries. 

(k) Global Value Chains is more widespread in 

LDCs than in Europe. 

 

Exercise 4. (4 points) State in three rows the 

Modern Trade Model (Heckscher-Ohlin):  

the different endowments of factors of 

production between countries can explain their 

differences of productivity. 

 

Exercise 5. (4 points) Most regional trade 

agreements set Standards as combination of three 

ways. Which are these three ways?: 

1. Harmonization of standards: Two or more 

countries adopt a common set of standards 

2. Mutual recognition of standards: Countries 

maintain their own standards, but accept 

the standards of others as valid and 

sufficient. 

3. Separate standards: Countries maintain 

their own standards and refuse to 

recognize the standards of others. 
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